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Text
My friend Amir dreams of being very rich man in the future and he doesn’t mind studying.
When I asked him about his plans for the future, he said:” If I pass my BEM exam, I will go to
the secondary school and study for 3 years. Then if I succeed the Bac exam, I’ll study geography
because I love It. As soon as I get my diploma, I’ll work as a teacher. But if I fail, I’ll work with
my uncle who has a big factory. When I get enough money, I’ll travel around the world and visit
many places. After coming back, I’ll buy a nice house and a beautiful car.
My friend Amir is very ambitious young man and he has lot of things to do in his life. Me
too, I have my own dreams and plans. I want to be a famous physician like Einstein because I
like physics.
Adapted from an old exam

PART ONE: (14 pts)
A/ Reading comprehension (7pts)
Activity one: Read the following statements and write “True”, “False” or “Not Mentioned”: (3pts)
1- Amir is a pupil in the secondary school …………….
2- Amir loves swimming. …………..
3- If Amir fails, he will work with his uncle. ……………..
Activity two: Answer the following questions: (2pts)
1- Does Amir dream of being a poor man? ………………………………..………..
2- Will Amir study physics in the university?..............................................................
Activity three: Find in the text words that are: (2 pt)
a- Closest in meaning to the following:
Succeed= ………………..
b- Opposite in meaning to the following:
Poor ≠ ………………..

A lot of= ……………………..
Old man ≠ ……………………

B/ Mastery of language (7pts)
Activity one: Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets: (3pts)
-

Learners (to get) ………………. good marks if they (to revise) ……………. their lessons well.
Before karim (to travel) …………. around the world, he (to work) ………....in his uncle’s factory.

Activity two: Write the noun forms of the following words using a suffix (ist/or/er/ian): (2pts)
Act  …………….. Philosophy …………….. Psychology …………… Library ……………
Activity three: Find in the text 2 words that have the following sounds: (2pts)
/ i / it
-

/ i: / eat
-

PART TWO: Written expression (6pts)
Your friend from Florida USA, in his last email, asked you about what you will do after you pass the BEM
exam. Write to him an email in which you explain your plans for the future.

Good luck!

Your teacher of English
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